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BUZZER

SPLAT THE RAT

Pass the wand from one end of the loop to the other without touching

the metal frame to win.

A toy rat is dropped down the drain pipe and the player has to splat

the rat before it hits the ground using the a bat. It is a game requiring

speed, accuracy and great hand eye coordination.
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GUESS THE WEIGHT OF THE CAKE

TRESURE HUNT

Weigh your chosen cake and keep the weight secret until everyone

has paid a small fee and written down their guess. Announce the

winner and give them the cake as their prize.

Treasure is hidden under one of the squares. Pay a small fee and

write your name in the square of your choice. If your Guess is

correct the treasure is yours.

HOOK-A-DUCK

Ball in Bucket

Simply write a number on the bottom of each of the ten ducks and

assign prizes to the numbers. If a winning duck is hooked from the

pool, the player wins a prize. You can charge people to play, making

Hook a Duck a fun fundraising activity

The object of the game is simple, try to get the balls into the bucket.

Two balls in the bucket to win a prize
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Coconut Shy

The game consists of throwing wooden balls at a row of coconuts

balanced on posts. Typically a player buys three balls and wins each

coconut successfully dislodged. In some cases other prizes may be

won instead of the coconuts.
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Pick a Lolly

Each lolly stick has a coloured tip, and different colours mean

different things e.g. if you pick a lolly with a red tip, you get another

go; a lolly with a blue tip wins you a prize; and a lolly with no colour

has no special meaning but you get to keep the lolly.
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Tin Can Alley

Stocks

A classic game for fairs and events guaranteed to pull in the punters

and entertain all ages. Players usually get three bags or balls to hurl

at the stacked tins. If you knock them all down you win a prize. Picture

As fundraising games go throwing wet sponges at victims held in a

traditional village stocks is a huge crowd puller and loved by

children af all ages.

Raffle

Running a raffle at events can boost profits.

Lucky Dip

Tombola

Skittles

Unlock The Door



Play Your Cards

Burst A Balloon

Penalty Shootout




